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Jude Pullen EURO MEng Product Design Engineering, BSc Chemistry
Award-winning Product Design Engineer, with creative experience in Hong Kong, Norway, California, England & Scotland
Fascinated by solving unconventional problems - both mechanical and human

Masters Project: Medical Product Design [patent pending]
A pressure alert for ‘Endotracheal Tubes’, winner of 9 awards

Assistive Device for Osteoarthritis Sufferers [patent pending]
Magnetic lightbulb fixing: single-handed, non-twist connection

Buran Whiskey Packaging Design
Product identity for a new distillery in Vaerdal, Norway

jude_pullen@yahoo.com
www.judepullen.com

Dyson Ltd
Design Engineer, New Product Ideas

Speck Design + Prototype This! - A Fire Fighting Robot
2 months to design & build a robot to assist firefighters

Personal Interests & Projects
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Speck Design, California
Demonstration unit for new type of lightbulb
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DC35: Brush-bar Development & Rigorous Test Methods
Preliminary research into new Brush-Bar performance

Dyson Product Knowledge

Acquired an appreciation of the functionality,
usability and aesthetic of what defines Dyson.

From Detailing to Different

A challenging experience of design optimisation and how this can also lead to new innovations.

Applying Dyson Test Methods

Conducted rigorous validation tests to determine
the performance of various cleaner-head designs.

Sept. 09 - Jan. 10

Not ‘official’ Dyson images
- for representation only
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DC37: Aero-Acoustic Engineering
The quietest Dyson ‘cylinder’ vacuum to date

Jan. 10 - Oct. 10

A Wider Perspective

Following DC35, I approached DC37 with greater
appreciation of the design/business cycle at Dyson.

Semi-Anechoic Chamber

Analysed and interpreted sound spectra in a ‘silent
lab’ to help evaluate different prototypes.

HEPA - Filter 0.3micron Particles

Extensive development to create a robust filter seal
to handle manufacturing tolerances.
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New Product Ideas (NPI) Team (Confidential)
Contributed to over 11 patents to date

Nov. 10 - Current

Core Innovation

One of a select few, tasked with bringing insight and
developing products for the future global market.

A Design Communicator

?

To a broad spectrum of audiences from technicians,
marketing executives through to investors.

Creating Change

Managed and improved a Design Laboratory (201213) and initiated a new innovation platform in NPI.
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Dyson: Outside R&D
Sales & Marketing, Education Outreach, Expo’s, BBC Interviews & Michelin 3* Chefs

Dyson Brand

Outside of R&D, I have collaborated with
the Sales & Marketing team to formulate
and deliver pitches to secure new contracts
with major department stores.

Dyson Philosophy

I have shared tips, tricks and anecdotes with
schools and the general public, through
lectures, interviews and workshops, to make
engineering more accessible.

Inside Dyson - and Out

Creativity loves company: I have personally
instigated unconventional lectures for all
Dyson staff on subjects as disparate as
Colour-blindness and Gastronomy.

Guest Lecture Series

Colour
The science behind the sense
19th July 2011 from 5.45 - 6.45pm
Issigonis Room
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Masters Project: Medical Product Design [patent pending]
A pressure alert for ‘Endotracheal Tubes’ [details withheld]

Reducing Tracheal Damage in Surgery

Current procedure is open to human error & Patient
injury. Proposed ‘alert mechanism’ reduces risk.

Understanding Human Error

Purpose-built test to find source of human error and
validate problems with current pressure ‘check’.

NHS Partnership & Journal Publication
Pilot
Balloon

Current ‘Palpated’
Pressure Check of
Pilot Balloon >>

Unique test methodology published in Anaesthesia,
2010, 65, pages 785–791.

Simple, Sustainable Design

A simple, but key variation of a familiar technique
to improve user/market acceptance.

If ‘Check’ is incorrect,
this can damage the
Trachea, as shown >>

High ‘Cuff’
Pressure!

Winner of 9 Awards

A combination of design, engineering and enterprise
awards helped to develop the prototype.

Patent Sponsorship & Prototype Support
Patent Support from Marks & Clerk.
Prototype Support: Scottish Health Innovations Ltd.

“ It is suspected that post-intubation traumas of the
trachea vary from 10% to 19% in ICU patients”
This is a significant figure, given that Yorkhill Hospital
alone uses 10,000 of Endotracheal Tubes per year
Conti M, et al. “Management of Postintubation Tracheobronchial Ruptures”. Chest 2006, 130:412-418.
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Masters Project: Medical Product Design [patent pending]
Ongoing analysis and insights

While You Were Sleeping...

Observing patients and their families was a
profound experience in care and trust of life

User-Centred Idea Generation

The design process benefitted from numerous
visits to local hospitals and consultants
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Surgical Precision

Making a Complex Job Simpler

Gaining first-hand experience of how the
procedure is carried out was essential...

...and allowed observation of potsntial
problems - the start of many brainstorms

Being in a professional environment raised
my ambition to work in this field of design

There are many signals the anesthetist has to
be alert to. Reliability and simplicity are key

e: jude_pullen@yahoo.com
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Masters Project: Medical Product Design [patent pending]
Testing: Understanding the problem with the current equipment

15 staff took part in 3 tests to help understand the problem

Ideal Pressure

Set/Guess the pressure
(of the Pilot Balloons)

Juniors & Assistants - often overpressurize the ‘Cuff’ / Pilot.

Consultants - generally better judges of safe pressure, but still with varying accuracy.

Research Findings [Selected for Journal Publication]

Test Box
Testing a variety of airway
devices with Pilot Balloons

Above shows one of 4 tests that were carried out with a range of (anaesthetic) staff at
Yorkhill. This not only helped uncover the source of error in the apparatus, but also gave
an insight into which brand of the device gave the best ‘tactile feedback’ to the user.
(Another test has been requested and is co-authored with the NHS).

Pressure Gauge (manometer)
To monitor ‘Live’ pressure of
pilot balloon during test.

New Design Specifications

- Safe Pilot Balloon pressure judgement improves with experience
- However, accuracy of judging pressures still remains difficult
- Users would appreciate a more visual ‘Alert’ to high pressure
- Judging different makes of Pilot Balloons is difficult without gauge

>> Aim: Devise a simple, constant and alerting Pilot Balloon
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Masters Project: Medical Product Design [patent pending]
Ongoing analysis and insights

Exploring Mechanisms

From careful observation, the brainstorming
begins looking at various daily tasks...

User-Centred Idea Generation

From careful observation, the brainstorming
begins looking at various daily tasks...
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...For many changing a lightbulb proved a
common frustration / lack of independence...

Assessing various solutions/aids already on
the market to help the elderly

...For many changing a lightbulb proved a
common frustration / lack of independence...

Assessing various solutions/aids already on
the market to help the elderly
e: jude_pullen@yahoo.com
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Masters Project: Medical Product Design [patent pending]
What next?

Manometers
+ Useful for active monitoring
+ Very accurate
+ Shows Red/Green indications
- Requires vigilance to check
(people do forget)
- May need sterilization in ICUs
(fully disposable desirable)
- Not always readily available
(a common complaint)

Prize Funding for R&D and Patents

Winning ‘The Big Idea’ helped raise initial
funding for prototyping and patenting

Comparing with the Competition

It is essential to benchmark my product with
existing devices - and feedback about them

Keep Exploring New Ideas

Although there is a main focus of the product,
I will still investigate other related issues

In-Line Pilot Pressure Monitors
+ Disposable (no sterilization)
+ Dedicated scale
- Scale only for ‘Good’ Green
(no effective alert)
- Viewing window hard to see
- Another connection
(risk of ‘snagging’ on equipment)
- Another connection
(risk of germs)

Stealing From Nature!

An plant electron micrograph for inspiration
of how to solve complex problems, simply
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The Latest (Flawed) Solution

Since 2005 this solution is yet to be accepted,
as it fails to ‘alert’ and retrofitting is awkward

The Engineering Plan...

1. CAD revision. 2. FEA of Structure.
3. RP: Create high-accuracy injection mould
e: jude_pullen@yahoo.com

t: +44 (0)7815484321
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Assistive Device for Osteoarthritis Sufferers [patent pending]
Magnetic lightbulb fixing: single-handed, non-twist connection

Hong Kong Polytechnic University

Summer 2007, via IAESTE exchange programme

Complete Design Process

Independently coordinated project, from UserCentred idea generation to working prototype

Universal Design for Everyone

An example of taking inspiration from a problem faced
by the elderly and realizing wider market potential

Patent-Pending

Concept deemed worthy of patenting for future
market development by HKPU’s Dr. Alan KT Lau

IMechE Sponsorship

Institute of Mechanical Engineers’ Award for
Overseas design projects

IAESTE Award Nomination

Nominated for ‘Trainee of the Year, 2007’
(One of 10 finalists, short-listed from ~400 students)

Summary of the Problem

Changing a ceiling lighbulb, on a flex requires
awkward reaching positions and a firm ‘twist & grip’
motion - with both hands. This is especially hard for
elderly osteoarthritis sufferers and even able-bodied
people! This retrofitted solution uses magnets and a
‘headphone-style’ terminal to make changing easier
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Assistive Device for Osteoarthritis Sufferers [patent pending]
Understanding the aging process, within a new culture

User Environment

Visiting Sha Tin Elderly Centre to gain insight
to daily problems of the people living there

Exploring The Aging Process

This was my first encounter with the aging
process, from a different cultural perspective
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A New Cultural Perspective

Appreciating Current Solutions

My ideas originated from direct observation
and trying to empathise with every-day tasks

Indeed, some things I realised were not easy for
‘able-bodied’ people (applying Band-Aids!)

Understanding that the study of Gerontology
varies hugely from place to place.

Assessing various solutions/aids already on
the market to help the elderly

e: jude_pullen@yahoo.com

t: +44 (0)7815484321
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Assistive Device for Osteoarthritis Sufferers [patent pending]
Idea exploration and refinement for prototyping

User-Centred Idea Generation

From careful observation, the brainstorming
begins looking at various daily tasks...

...For many changing a lightbulb proved a
common frustration / lack of independence...

...Sketches explore details to refine a concept
that to be sketch-modelled...

Don’t Forget the Rest!

My Home: The Workshop

Higher Tolerances

The magnetic system for the first sketch model
needed to work with all types of lightbulb
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My project did seem more fun than my
friend’s 6 hour electroplating experiment.

Sketch models gave good user feedback,
but CAD gave better rapid prototyping
e: jude_pullen@yahoo.com

t: +44 (0)7815484321
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Assistive Device for Osteoarthritis Sufferers [patent pending]
Made in Hong Kong, China - full working prototypes

Sourcing the BOM; Hong Kong Style

Extra Training for Fine Tuning

The Devil is in the Detail

Product Completion

And Then There Was Light!

The Journey

A hectic experience - sourcing components
and getting the best price in Mong Kok

Two prototypes delivered that give good
proof of concept to encourage further R&D
Jude Pullen © 2013 Folio

		

				

To make and refine more subtle components,
I enrolled on Centre Lathe & Milling courses

First tests went well - good dis/connection,
different bulbs and even withstood knocks!

Above shows a part that underwent many,
fiddley adjustments to get the perfect fit!

From sketches to foam to SLS, the entire
process had many trails (and errors!)
e: jude_pullen@yahoo.com
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Buran Whiskey Packaging Design
Product identity for a new distillery in Vaerdal, Norway

Cultural Immersion

Understanding the rich Norse culture and
empathising with the client’s core values

Expressing the ‘Hinterland’

Interweaving the old with the new to market an
original product that remains true to it’s roots

Simple Economic Truth

Labelling had to suit small batches and the bottle
had to look authentic, but remain affordable

Nature’s Way

The Elderwood-Bark sleeve design was inspired by the
local trees - that are used in the grain smoking process
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Speck Design, California
Demonstration unit for new type of lightbulb [‘prototype bulb’ not shown]

A Steep Learning Curve

Although supervised by a senior engineer, the job
of designing and making 2 Demo units, was mine!

“We Need This in 2 Weeks!”

Speck was busy and this project needed to be done
effectively...prioritisation of workload was essential

CAD For Real Tooling

Although only 2 units were needed, I had to know;
draft angles/ribs/router sizes/sheet metal processes...

Made By Me & China!

My first experience of organising a BOM, Invoicing
and ordering tooling for my what I had designed.
(A proud responsibility and I learnt an incredible
amount about real prototyping - a great summer!)
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Speck Design + Prototype This! - A Fire Fighting Robot
2 months to design & build a robot to assist firefighters

Prototype This! - “Firebot” Challenge
A dream come true - to be a part of a speeddesign challenge to help save lives!

1.Gear Up 2.Fight Fire 3.Casualty Down
The brief: to create a motorised dolley to carry
heavy gear, that can also recover a casualty

Unlimited Budget, but Limited Time

The entire project had to utilise state of the art
engineering, but be prototyped in 2 months!

British “2 in 1” Functionality!

A specialized seat to carry Gear-Up/Casualty-Down
A gate to secure the gear (that unfolds to a foot-rest)
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Personal Interests & Projects
5 countries... 4 years... 3 universities... 2 oceans and 1 near-death experience

When not in Chemistry lectures...

Spending a lot of time teaching myself - as
no-one else wanted to learn the potters’
wheel at school!
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A global cookbook

In most of the countries I’ve stayed, I try to
share time to eat together. From the group
below, I helped produce a cook book and
mix-CD of the accompanying music

Design by Nature

When not hiking in my spare time, I am usually
distracted by patterns and the clever design
that exists all around us... an endless source
of inspiration and tranquility

e: jude_pullen@yahoo.com

t: +44 (0)7815484321
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Personal Interests & Projects
5 countries... 4 years... 3 universities... 2 oceans and 1 near-death experience

Underworld: Born Slippy

Glasgow’s Potholling club has taken me as
far as Romania to see incredible sights...
...and my life flash before my eyes as I clipped
into the wrong bit of gear... never again.
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Log Cabins to Fashion Shoot

I readily embrace new experiences - no
matter how unfamiliar, be it repairing
Norwegian log cabins or helping out with a
fashion-shoot in Hong Kong.

Cultural integration

Whether getting ready for a night-out on the
town of Trondheim, Norway, or working with
students from Costa Rica on design projects
- it’s always total commitment to the fun!

e: jude_pullen@yahoo.com
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